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ROSTOCK DAMAGE

Severe damage to the biggest assembly shop of the Heinkel aircraft works is

revealed by the latest picture taken of Rostock after its four nights of sustained

attack by the R. A. F.

The main, output of this factory for some time to Come will be salvage, not

aircraft - and this is probably the only Heinkel factory, in North Germany where

assembly work is done.

The Heinkel is the backbone of the Luftwaffe's bombing squadrons. Heinkel

bombers carried cut many of the attacks on London, and were engaged in the recent

raids on Bath and Norwich and York. They sally far into the Atlantic to attack our

conveys.

In the Rostock raids, therefore, the German Air Force sustained a blow which

in its weight and effect is equivalent to a major aerial defeat.

Many of cur bombers which went to Rostock - and especially those with the

heaviest load of H.E. bombs - were out specially to attack the main, Heinkel factory.

This is fed by various subsidiaries in and around Rostock, each one turning out

particular components. At least one of these subsidiary factories, which lies to

the east of Rostock, near the main railway station, has also been damaged. This

factory specialised in metal' work aid metal components for the aircraft.

The main Heinkel factory consisted of several largo assembly sheds, boiler

houses, an electric transformer station, drawing and other offices. The completed
aircraft arc tested and flown away from the Marienehe aerdrome adjoining the factory.

The factory had been much enlarged in recent months. It produced various

types of Heinkel aircraft, but chiefly bombers - including a new four-engined type,,

the Heinkel 177. The type made in the largest numbers is the Heinkel 111 bomber,

and the weekly output of these was estimated to be 24* Seven or eight Heinkel 113

fighters were produced each week, and between two and four Heinkel 113 torpedo or

bomb-carrying seaplanes.



Since the R.A.F, bombed the factory, the Germans have taken mere

than seventy uncompleted and undoubtedly damaged fuselages- from the bombed

assembly sheds, and they are lined up outside* This is presumably what

was meant when it was announced from Berlin that "the rhythm of production

at the Heinkel works continues, scarcely disturbed"
.

At least three very heavy bombs fell in a tight stick through
the roof of the largest assembly shed in the works, a building 330 feet by

170 feet. There is a hole 72 feet across in the roof and two others are

more than 50 feet across. The damage inside the shop from the explosion
of these heavy bombs can be imagined. Cranes, conveyors and other heavy

machinery could hardly escape being wrecked.

Another large workshop has been severely damaged, and the

experimental assembly shop - very important in a factory of this kind -

has been hit. The machine shop, the paint shop, the technical school, the

railway line supplying the works, and two buildings in the shipyard have

also been damaged. So has the drawing office - and a bomb, on this alone

would have severely disturbed production.

Small wonder, therefore, that "no landing hero" is now the sign

on the factory’s aerodrome, in the form, of white crosses.

In the town of Rostock itself there are two areas of devastation.

One of them is 900 yards long by 650 yards; and the- other 750 yards by

650 yards, All the station buildings at the Friederich Franz railway

station have been gutted.

Photograph available from P.N.A.
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